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I welcome today's decision by Justice Heerey to impose the record penalties 
of $36 million on Visy Board and its director and owner Mr Richard Pratt.  
Additionally, the court also ordered separate penalties of $1.5 million on Visy 
Board former CEO, Mr Harry Debney, and $500 000 on former Visy Board 
General Manager, Mr Rod Carroll, for their respective conduct in the 
contraventions by Visy Board. 
Today's penalties represent a high watermark in the enforcement of 
competition law in Australia.  This is a major win for all consumers in not only 
breaking up this cartel but the magnitude of penalties will hopefully deter other 
industries from engaging in cartel conduct. 
The financial penalties to the company will, in fact, be more than $40 million 
once: 

• the ACCC's court costs and  

• Visy's own defence costs (including public relations fees) 
are totally factored in. 
This decision vindicates the ACCC's resolve to act decisively whenever 
alleged cartel conduct is detected. 
It has made the ACCC more determined than ever to crack down on cartel 
conduct – be it price fixing, market sharing or other anti-competitive 
agreements between business rivals. 
Let me make this perfectly clear. This cartel was deliberate and the conduct 
spanned approximately 5 years.  It was pre-meditated.   
As noted by Justice Heerey “Had it not been accidentally exposed, it would 
probably still be flourishing.  It was run from the highest level in Visy, a very 
substantial company.  It was carefully and deliberately concealed.  It was 
operated by men who were fully aware of its seriously unlawful nature.” 
It was a fraud on the companies' customers and ultimately all Australian 
consumers.  
It was not a technical breach of Australia’s competition law but a blatant 
breach involving price fixing and market sharing - the type which is universally 
recognised as an abomination in modern market economies.  The cartel was 
designed only to enrich the companies and their executives. 
In relation to Mr Pratt, Justice Heerey observed “While Mr Pratt’s conduct, as 
revealed in the statement of agreed facts, was limited to the one meeting with 
the Amcor CEO at the All Nations Hotel, that was of major importance to the 
operation of the cartel.  It would not be expected that somebody in his position 
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would get involved in the day to day running of the cartel, like Mr Debney or, 
to a greater extent, Mr Carroll.  Yet he gave his personal sanction to this 
obviously unlawful arrangement and an assurance of its continued operation.  
It would not have continued without his approval… 
There cannot be any doubt that Mr Pratt also knew that the cartel, to which he 
gave his approval, and in which he has admitted to being knowingly 
concerned, was seriously unlawful. 
There is also the factor that the cartel was to operate for Mr Pratt’s personal 
benefit, via his ownership, or part ownership, of Visy.  This was not the case 
of an employee acting out of some misguided sense of corporate loyalty” 
The companies involved were long established. It beggars belief that their 
executives were not well aware of the business laws under which they 
operated - whether they were privately owned or publicly listed.   
As noted by Justice Heerey, “The corporate culture of Visy in relation to its 
obligations under the Trade Practices Act was non-existent.  None of the most 
senior people hesitated for a moment before embarking on obviously unlawful 
conduct.” 
A company of the size and turnover of Visy must have excellent legal, 
financial and economic support. Indeed at the time of the commencement of 
the box cartel, a related company, Visy Paper, was embroiled in another court 
action by the ACCC for a contravention of the same provision of the Trade 
Practices Act. Visy Paper appealed to the High Court and ultimately lost.  
During the course of that case, a Visy Director and Pratt family member gave 
evidence under oath that Visy Paper had a Trade Practices Compliance 
Manual and Training Programs in place.   
But as noted by Justice Heerey, “The Visy Trade Practices Compliance 
Manual might have been written in Sanskrit for all the notice anybody took of 
it.” 
Visy knew what the Trade Practices Act was about. 
The law against price fixing is not 'complex'.  It is simple – don't do it.  
This case is a warning to those involved in cartels – or thinking of it – that the 
ACCC's Immunity Policy works.   
The Immunity Policy – then known as the Leniency Policy – was crucial in 
bringing one cartel participant – Amcor – over the line to confess.  
The ACCC's door is always open to others who wish to take advantage of this 
policy.   
The loss to Visy is more than financial.  The company and its executives have 
suffered a huge loss in reputation and will feel the ramifications of this for a 
long time. 
Visy did not help itself by at first strenuously denying any wrong-doing.  Its 
eventual capitulation occurred when it realised the weight of the ACCC's 
determination and the case we had mounted in which we filed 120 witness 
proofs of evidence. 
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The ACCC currently has seven other cartel cases before the courts, with 
potential penalties of tens of millions of dollars.  Although the civil penalties 
have been toughened recently, more needs to be done. 
The impact on the Australian economy of cartels such as the box cartel is 
immense.  Anyone who has in the past bought a chocolate bar or a piece of 
fruit originally packed in a box made by Visy or Amcor has probably been 
ripped off. 
As noted by Justice Heerey, “Every day every man, woman and child in 
Australia would use or consume something that at some stage has been 
transported in a cardboard box.  The cartel in this case therefore had the 
potential for the widest possible effect.”   
Cartels are theft - usually by well dressed thieves.   
It is pertinent to note the observations of Justice Heerey, “Price fixing and 
market sharing are not offences committed by accident, or in a fit of passion. 
The law, and the way it is enforced, should convey to those disposed to 
engage in cartel behaviour that the consequences of discovery are likely to 
outweigh the benefits, and by a large margin.  
Critical to any anti-cartel regime is the level of penalty for individual 
contravenors… it is only individuals who can engage in the conduct which 
enables corporations to fix prices and share markets.  
Many countries with free market economies have recognised this reality by 
enacting laws which make cartel conduct by individuals subject to criminal 
sanctions, including imprisonment.  In the United States this happened as 
long ago as 1890 with the Sherman Act.…the following countries have laws 
providing for terms of imprisonment for cartel conduct: Canada, France, 
Germany, Ireland, Israel, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Norway, Slovak 
Republic and the United Kingdom.” 
Australia must fall in line with other jurisdictions by imposing criminal 
sanctions that includes jail terms for executives who engage in cartel 
activities.   
Let me be clear - nothing concentrates the mind of an executive 
contemplating creating or participating in a cartel more than the prospect of a 
criminal conviction and a stretch in jail. 
When monetary penalties and damage to reputation are the only risks, some 
greedy executives will run the gauntlet.  But a criminal conviction coupled with 
jail time for executives to meditate on their actions would in my mind provide 
the greatest deterrent.   
Our colleague regulators in jurisdictions with criminal sanctions have no doubt 
as to the impact of jail as a deterrent against cartel conduct. They give 
examples of executives caught out in cartels offering to pay a higher fine 
rather than go to jail. But they never have anyone offering to trade off more 
time in jail for a lower fine.    
In this case the ACCC received assistance from many large and small 
businesses across Australia, including small competitors of Visy and Amcor.  
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I would like to thank all the 120 witnesses previously mentioned who were 
prepared to stand up in the Federal Court and detail the impact of this cartel 
on their business.   
Finally I want to thank the ACCC staff and our legal team who have worked 
tirelessly to achieve this great result for all Australians. 
I open the floor to questions. 
 


